
everaging Fingers for Natural L  Interaction with Direct-Touch Surfaces 

INTRODUCTION �
There are a few distinct drawbacks which limit 
the application of direct-touch technology. 
Albinsson and Zhai reported that the 
occlusion of screen data caused by the 
fingers and the hand, very low selection 
precision ���and arm fatigue were significant 
limitations of touch devices.   

To enhance the usefulness of interfaces incorporating sensitive surface 
techniques and to overcome the drawbacks mentioned above, we empirically 
explore a wide range of finger input properties that are capable of controlling 
targets, i.e., it is likely that we can control computers with more natural and 
more comfortable gestures.  Especially for the orientation, we investigate the 
usability of the finger’s orientation and present a series of implications and 
design inferences. 

Finger INPUT 

Properties 
Due to the limitations of 
fixed 2-D touch screen 
surfaces, the actual 
number of DOF is 
reduced to ten in the 
condition where five 
fingers are used 
simultaneously. 

Finger Orientation  

Input Property� Finger Property � Application state�

Position property � Coordinate value ( x, y) � Widely Adopted, firstly 
studied by Buxton and Lee �

Motion property � Velocity � First adopted by Tuio protocol�
Acceleration �

Physical property �

Size of Contact Area � Partially Used. i.e. SimPress  
in the study of Benko.�

Shape  of contact  area � Rarely used �
Orientation � Never used �

Pressure � Used, Pressure Widget �

Event property� Tap � Commonly used �
Flick � Used�

EXPERIMENT for Tapping Precision and Orientation �

1. There are significant differences between Land On and Stable 
2. Tapping Precision:  radius >= 5.76 mm 
3. The area of oblique touch is at least 5.5 times the area of vertical touch 
4. Static Orientation Stability. The average variation range during each finger dwelling period is 
0.59° (std. dev.= 0.15°). 
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